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Austrian Education System

Historical Development
1774: Common School Act (Maria Theresia)
1869: Primary School Act
1927: Secondary School Act
1962/ 1969: Main Act of School Organisation
1975: Coeducation obligatory
2005: New Political Basis of Decision : no 2/3
majority obligatory for education laws
2013: New Middle School
2015: New Teacher Education
Brainstorming: What do you know about the AES?

Main characteristics of the AES
 Compulsory education (9ys, 6-15) but no
mandatory school attendnce
Mandatory: last year before school in Nursery
School
 Grading: 1 (best) – 5 (fail)
Continuous assessment throughout the year;
standards assessment at the end of primary
school, end of secondary school, A-Levels, 18 ys)
 School year: two terms
Vacations: 2 ws around Christmas, 1 w between
the 2 terms (February), 1 w around Easter,
summerholidays (9 ws) July – August

Main characteristics of the AES
 Different autonomous special areas of
learning in lower secondary schools
 Schools for children with special needs are
going to be replaced by the inclusive system
in each school form
 Teachers are paid by the federal
governments, school facilities are financed
by the communities
 Teachers have to teach 21 hours
 Compulsory mentoring of young teachers

New Teacher Education
 Since 2015

AES
 Compare: Polish – Austrian system: specifics - similarities

Similarities:

PES

AES

English in Austrian mandatory school
system – Primary school (6-10ys)










Mandatory subject
Based on the national curriculum
Defined basic competences (GK2/ GK4)
Integrated ELT (ys 1, 2), one single lesson (ys 3,4)
Optional language courses (autonomous decision of
school)
Focus on speaking and listening
Child-appropriate playful approach
No grading
Teachers don´t need special qualifications

English in Austrian mandatory school
system – Secondary school (10-14ys)
 Mandatory subject
 Based on the national curriculum
 Range of 10-20/hs/week; mostly around 14 




around 660 hs of teaching in the first foreign language in
obligatory school time
In the middle of 25 other European countries
level A2

 Focus on listening, reading, writing and structure
 4 internal tests/ year, standard testing in the last
year
 Teachers are experts in their (2) subjects

Teaching paradigms
 Facts:
Classes in both primary and secondary school are very
heterogeneous (diversity in abilities, demands, interests, mother
tongues etc.)
Inclusive teaching as part of the system change

 Goals :
Developing autonomous learners
Developing competences (social, personal, methodological) next
to cognitive skills according to different needs, abilities and
interests

 Paradigms:
Differentiation – Individualisation; inclusive teaching

 Motivation for projectwork with students
To provide appropriate didactical approaches

Integration  Inclusion
Integration

Inclusion

Structural:
Grouping, streaming …
Methodologial:
Preparing of/ access to different material based on
individual interests, approaches, learning styles, multiple
intelligences (Gardner), dephts of knowledge (Webb)…
Open learning: Station plans, freework,..
Approaches:
e.g. Content and Language Integrated Learning;
Task Based Learning

Differentiation - Individualisation
Differentiation

Individualisation

(Teacher´s) Goal:
Preparing a supportive
learning environment
according to individual
interests, abilities and
needs of pupils…

(Learner`s) Goal:
Autonomous learning, selfdevelopment of the pupil
according to his/her needs,
abilities, interests

Structural:
Grouping, streaming …
Methodologial:
Preparing of/ access to different material based on
individual interests, approaches, learning styles, multiple
intelligences (Gardner), dephts of knowledge (Webb)…
Open learning: Station plans, freework,..
Approaches:
e.g. Content and Language Integrated Learning;
Task Based Learning

Differentiation - Individualisation
Howard GARDNER, Multiple intelligences

WEBB, Depths of Knowledge

“California Principle” - a guideline for a successful English lesson
• C  Communication: Listening, speaking, reading, writing to communicate
in a foreign language

• A  Active learning: Multi-sensoric, total physically response, taskbased…

• L  Language awareness: forms of language, structure of language,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

language in use, language acquisition (difference between children with
different mother tongues)
I  Intercultural understanding: Dealing with other cultures, customs in
other countries, different daily routines….
F  Fun: Chants, songs, actions, drama, ….
O Orientation: How do children learn?
R  Repetition: Chants, songs, modification of one tune….
N  Networking ….with other subjects (CLIL, project work, school
projects..)
I  Integration …of different methods, social forms, media, material ….
A  Authenticity: Use of authentic material (recipes, instructions,
brochures, fairy tales..); topics connected to children´s environment

Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL)
 How to define “Content and Language Integrated
Learning” (CLIL):
“CLIL is a dual-focused educational approach in which an additional
language is used for the learning and teaching of both content AND
language. That, in the teaching and learning process, there is a focus not
only on content, and not only on language. Each is interwoven, even if
the emphasis is greater on one or the other at a given time”. (Coyle
et.al., 2010)

 Approaches:



A subject-based approach: The foreign language is exported
into another subject (e.g. in sports)
A theme-topic-based approach: The subject (e.g. Biology) is
imported into English.

CLIL – steps to realize English AE
General goals in education
Promoting individual development
 Providing autonomous learning
 Increasing social competences (cooperative learning)
 Focus on differentiation, individualization and inclusive
teaching
 Role of teacher: organizer, facilitator, coach, supporter, …


 CLIL-based competitions (in English) as a kind of
enrichment programme








Motivation, enjoyment, engagement, enthusiasm
CLIL-approach  creativity, general knowledge + language
skills
Cooperative work

Bilingual schools, classes; school projects
In-service training seminars

CLIL
English Olympics in primary schools – a pilot project (example)
Taks: Solve the task with your neighbour

SOLUTION

house
name

Jill

Lauren

Liam

Jaden

Ben

age

12

11

9

10

13

country

Spain

Italy

Greece

Austria

Sweden

capital city

Madrid

Rome

Athens

Vienna

Stockholm

Task Based Learning (TBL)
 Definitions of “Task-based-learning/teaching”


LONG (1985): TBL/T … is a piece of work undertaken for oneself
or for others….By “task” is meant the hundred and one things
people d in everyday life, at work, at play and in between.



BREEN (1987): TBL/T … any structured language learning
endeavour which has a particular objective, appropriate content, a
specified working procedure and a range of outcomes. “Task” is
therefor assumed to refer to a range of workplans which have the
overall purposes of facilitating language learning – from the simple
and brief exercises type, to more complex and lengthy activities
such as group problem-solving or simulations and decision-making.



WILLIS/WILLS (2001): … a classroom undertaking … where the
target language is used by the learner for a communicative purpose
in order to achieve an outcome.

Task Based Learning (TBL)
 Principles of “Task-based-learning/teaching”
(WILLIS/ WILLIS 2007)








Need-based approach to content selection
Emphasis on learning to communicate through interaction in the target
language
Introduction of authentic material
Enhancing the learner´s own professional experience
Opportunities to focus not only on the learning but also on the learning
process
Linking of classroom language learning with language use outside the
classroom

 Questions to be risen on task-quality








Will the activity engage learners´ interest?
Is there a primary focus on meaning?
Is there a goal or an outcome?
Is success judged in terms of outcome?
Is completion a priority?
Does the activity relate to real world activities?

Task Based Learning (TBL)

The task generator: A taxonomy of task types (Willis&Willis,
2007, p 108, Oxford University Press)

Task Based Learning (TBL)
 Scheme of TBL / Task sequence






Pre-task
 Introducing the topic via checking prior knowledge
(mind-mapping, brainstorming)
Core-task = Task cycle
 Working on the task (cooperative work)
 Planning stage (for the presentation)
 Presentation  focus on outcome
Post-task
 Giving feedback, reflection and evaluation
 Focus on language transfer via different additional
exercises and material

Task Based Learning (TBL)
Pedagogical task – activation rational (Nunan, 20139: 21)
Work with three other students. You are on a ship that is sinking. You have to swim to a nearby
island. You have a waterproof container, but can only carry 20 kilos of items in it. Decide which of
the following items you will take. Remember, you can´t take more than 20 kilos with you.


Axe ( 8 kilos)



Box of novels and magazines (3 kilos)



Cans of food (500 grams each)





Bottles of water (1,5 kilos each)



Packets of sugar, flour, rice, powdered milk,
coffee, tea (each packet weighs 500 grams)
Medical kit (2 kilos)




Short-wave radio (12 kilos)
Firelighting kits (500 grams each)




Portable CD player and CDs (4 kilos)
Rope (6 kilos)



Notebook computer (3,5 kilos)



Waterproof sheets of fabric ( 3 kilos each)

Aim of the task: To encourage the students to activate a range of language
functions and structures, including making suggestions, agreeing,
disagreeing, arguing, convincing someone, making decisions…. . They are
free to use any linguistic means at their disposal to complete the task.
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Your questions, please!

